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INTRODUCTION

Continuous beat-to-beat-monitoring of stroke volume and cardiac
output, in addition to ECG, is often desirable for intensive care
purposes.
Cardiac output, CO, is related to stroke volume, SV, and heart rate,
HR, by:

CO = SV x HR

Most of the methods for measuring or estimating the cardiac output
give only a mean cardiac output value over a period of 20 seconds to
a few minutes.• Frequently, continuous aortic blood pressure measure
ment is available. Physiologists and physicists have worked out many
different schemes for obtaining quantitative beat to beat measure
ments of stroke volume from the aortic pulse pressure contour.
One of the first mathematical theories of circulation capable of
describing the gross behaviour of a blood pressure curve was formulated
by Frank in 1899, well known by it's German name "Windkessel".
This compression chamber hypothesis of circulation depicts the aorta
and major arteries as an elastic reservoir that discharges into a
simple peripheral resistance representing the vascular bed.
One difficulty is that, in order to obtain real values of stroke
volume, it is necessary to know the pressure-volume relationships of
the particular "Windkessel" or aorta which is being investigated, and
these relationships vary greatly from one patient to another.

A literature search produces many different methods to compute stroke
volume from aortic pressure. All compute relative stroke volume and
an additional, independent measurement is needed to get absolute
values (e.g. the Fick or dye dilution method).

SCOPE OF THIS INVESTIGATION

Continuing the work of Reitsma, H. (1969) at the Institute of Medical
Physics TNO, we have carried out a series of animal experiments
(Laboratory of Cardiovascular Surgery, University Hospital Utrecht)
to test and compare three methods for calculating the stroke volume
from the pressure pulse:

a. A method where, during systole, the integral is taken of the
instantaneous ratio of the pressure pulse and the arterial impedance
as presented to the heart (Reitsma, 196

1

9).
b. Warner's method (Warner, H.R. et al., 1953).
c. A method where stroke volume is derived from the ratio of pulse

pressure to average pressure (Starr, I. and Schild, A., 1957).

We have also paid attention to a similar method of Osborn.
These methods have been tested with a digital computer (DEC PDP-g).
When compared with direct flow measurements with an e.m.flowmeter, the

2



tentative res.ults. of four experiments suggest method a. to be
more reliable than either b. or c. especially under non-steady
state conditions.

Afterwards. we have paid attention to real time processing of method
a. by analog computer techniques.

3



Chapter .1

METHODS TO COMPUTE STROKE VOLUME FROM THE PRESSURE

The physical relationships between blood pressure and blood flow
indicate that the estimation may be approached in one of three ways.
With respect to an electrical circuit we can sum up the most
important starting points for calculating flow (or stroke volume,
which is the flow integrated over one heart beat) on the basis of an
analog model being composed of a series impedance (Zs) and a
parallel impedance (Zp) (see fig. 1.1.) •

.L..

Fig. 1. •.1. A schematic diagram of an
arterial vessel in terms
of an electrical circuit.

With this model
PI - P

F = 2a. Zs

b. F
P

2= Z
P

F
PI

c. = Z + Z
s p

we can indicate the methods as follows

pressure gradient paragraph 1.1.

"Windkesselconcept" paragraph 1.2.

characteristic impedance (delay line)
paragraph .1.3.

1..1.. Pressure gradi~nt methods

The estimations of cardiac output in this way are based on classical
hydrodynamics and the mathematical equations often used to describe
the relations between a steady flow in a tube and the concomitant
pressure gradient are in the form of the Poiseuille formula:

f5,P = 8lnF
1+7Tr

where LlP

1
n
F
r

the pressure drop over the part of the cylinder
considered
length of the cylinder considered
vis.cosity
volume flow rate
radius of the cylinder.
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The pressure difference per unit length is termed the pressure
gradient.
On account of the presuppositions the application of Poiseuille's
equation to the vascular system is dubious for several reasons:

- The velocity profile in ~he arteries does not correspondent with
the profile assumed for',the Poiseuille equation

- Instead of a steady flow there is a pulsatile flow
- In the larger vessels flow can be turbulent
- Blood is. not a Newtonian" fluid and especially in small vessels

its apparent viscosity is dependent on the velocity and vessel
diameter.

The hydrodynamic analyses of Womersley (1955) and fry et al. (1956)
gave a new impulse to the pressure gradient methods.
The conditions set are the same as for the Navier-Stokes equation
so the flow does not need to be "steady".

f

Their starting point is the derivative of pressure with respect to
distance along the artery: ~,

dP
dZ

and from this they derived the time dependent character inherent in
the pressure puls.e.
from this., Womersley calculated the velocity of propagation of the
pulse wave. dP
The derivative dZ can also be written as:

dP _ dP dt
dZ - dt . dZ

(representing a down-hill slope).
dP
dZ

written:
dP _ 1 dP

- dZ - c dt

~~ , or the differential quotient of space with respect to time, is
the velocity of propagation of the pulse wave, c.

The sign convention for slopes of curves also requires that the
actual gradient is:

So the relation is

for a sinusoidal wave form the value c is called the phase velocity.

In a linear system it will also be true for a compound wave in which
all its harmonic components are travelling at the same phase velocity.
The phase velocity is, however, only independent of frequency in a
homogeneous lossless elastic tube, long enough. so that no reflection
of the wave occurs.

fry et al. (1956} has made an analysis of the pressure-flow relation~

ship in a large artery, derived from the Navier-Stokes equation.
They demons.trated that, with certain restrictions, the aortic blood
flow velocity may be related to the pressure gradient by the following
differential equation:

5
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where
dP
dZ
p
v( t):

dP dv
- - :: p - + a v( t )

dZ dt

axial pressure gradient

density of the blood
the blood velocity.

a is a constant representing the proportionality between frictional!
pressure drop and the flow velocity. i

Treating the flowing blood as an inertial mass circumvents the problem
of the nature of the flow and it applies equally well to laminar
or turbUlent flow.

In practice the pressure gradient in the aorta is measured witQ a
double lumen catheter connected to two precisely balanced and matched
manometer systems. So it demands optimal performance of the catheter;
manometer system and the membranes must be sensitive to very small
changes.

1.2. Pulse contour methods

Because blood pressure measurements of reasonable accuracy can be made
by any clinicipn it is apparent that many attempts are made to get
methods of estimating cardiac output from these measurements. Most of
these methods are based upon an empirical relation between instant
aneously measured bloodpressure and flow curves or upon a simplified
model of circulation. The formulae that often are used to calculate
the stroke volume are an application of the compression chamber
("Windkessel") model.
The earliest attempt to apply this to estimating the cardiac output
was that of Frank (1899) but numerous modifications have been made.
The most simple form of this model consists of an elastic reservoir
with an input valve and an outflow resistance R (see fig. 1.2.).

Plt-)-

Fig. ~. 2. Schematic diagram of the simple Windkessel as. indicated
b.y Frank 089.9}. an electric analog and the time
course of a presaure pulse in the real arterial system
(from Reitsma, 1969).

In this model the elastic reservoir represents the distensible
elastic portion of the arterial tree and the outflow-resistance
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represents the resistance of the peripheral arteries.
Inertia of the blood is neglected and the pressure is considered
to be constant throughout the windkessel, so pressure wave is
neglected in this simple model.
To obtain the stroke volume one has to calculate the volume stored
in the arterial system, Vst, and add the outflow through the
resistance, VR, during systole:

SV = Vst + VR

In chapter 2 a more detailed discussion is given of the methods of
Oshorn and Warner, that are based upon this hypothesis.

One attempts to define the magnitude of the reservoir and its
elasxicity. In most of these methods the pulse wave velocity is used
to define elastic properties and the cross sectional area of the
ascending aorta and its length to define the dimensions of the
compressionchamber.
For more detailed descriptions and analyses one is referred to
Aperia (~940), Brotmacher (~957), McDonald (~960) and Wetterer (1968).
Starr and Schild (l957) tested two methods, from WeZler and Boger,
and Broernser and Ranke, respectively, based upon this hypothesis.
They found a better correlation when the parts of the equations
repres.enting the dimensions of the compressionchamher were removed
from hoth formulae (see chapter 3).

When the expression of Womersley is substituted into the equation of
Fry et ale like Jones (1959) and van Citters (~963) have done the
following differential equation was obtained which also may be solved
by measuring the pressure pulse only:

dv= Pdt + a v(t)

Womersley (1955)

Fry et al.(l956)

Substitution gives.:

dP =dZ

dP
dZ

1 dP
c dt

dP _
'dt- dv + ac v(t)
~

HoWEver, differentiation of the measured pressure can introduce
great error's. for it is very sensitive for fluctuations of high
frequency such as. noise.
In the s.urnmary of van Citters (~963) this is expressed when he writes:

"The baseline of computed flow velocity during diastole was
unstable, and under many conditions a spurious exaggeration
of the end-systolic retrograde flow was recorded. These
factors introduce serious error into the integration of
computed velocity to obtain stroke volume and cardiac output."
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1.3. Characteristic impedance methods

The mathematical theories of pulse transmission in electrical signals
have also been applied to the determination of stroke volume from
the pressure pulse.
Much. work has been attributed to the determination of the input
impedance of the arterial system (McDonald en Taylor, 1959; Patel et
al., 1953, ~965; Noble et al., 1957; O'Rourke, 1967,1958).
The input impedance determination (complex ratio of sinusoidal pressure
to its corresponding flow term) involves Fourier analysis.
Taylor (1964) suggested that the arterial system can be considered as
a tapered transmission line which decouples the oscillatory work load
of the left ventricle from the high terminal impedance represented
by the arterioles and capillaries (peripheral resistance).
The peripheral resistance can be considered as the parallel and series
formation of a large number of resistances.
Analogous to the delay line theory, the characteristic impedance, Z ,
of the arterial system by neglecting viscous forces is defined by: 0

Zo =~
In which L the inertance of the blood and c the compliance of the
vessels.
This can be explained as follows:
In terms of an electrical circuit one knows that:

i
dv= c dt

v = L di
dt

The quantities of the haemodynamical system, pressure (P) and flow
(Fl correspond with the quantities voltage (v) and current (i) in,
the following way:

P = v and F = i

One sees at a glance that in this manner the compliance c corresponds
with the capacitance:

c = with t:N an incremental volume change.

Starting from the equation of Fry we find by neglecting viscous
forces:

dP _ dv
- dZ - Pdt

in which v is thf velocity of the blood.
Because F = v x s (s aortic cros!!! sectional area) we find that L can
be defined as:

L =.el
s.

In this expression is p the density of the blood, s the cross
sectional area and 1 the length of the arterial system.

8



A quite different approach to the application of the input impedance
concept wa& that of K. Wesseling (see Reitsma, 1969) to define an
"impedance" function in the time domain.
This function is defined as.:

Z(t) = P(t)
F(t)

In which P(t) is the pulse pressure and F(t) flow.
Because the def~nition of this time-dependent input impedance is
meaningful only during systole, the systolic time course has only
been taken into account.
The study of the time-course of Z(t) formed an important part of this
investigation because Reitsma (1969) found interesting results for
determination of stroke volume.

9



Osborn's method is a Windkessel-formulation
to set up on an analog icomputer (Osborn, J.J.

I

Chapter 2

THE TESTED METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF STROKE VOLUME FROM THE

PRESSURE PULSE CONTOUR

2.~. Determination of stroke volume according to the methods of Osborn and
Warner

The following discussion describes two methods for estimating stroke
volume from the pressure pulse.
Although there is a difference in concept they are closely related,
hecause the method of Osborn is a direct application of the Windkessel
concept adapted to an analog computing system en Warner's method can
be considered as a physical refinement with regard to the arterial
sys.tem. This method is applicable only for digital processing.

2.~.1. The method of Oshorn

The starting point of
because it is simpler
et al., ~g681.

The mathematics is developed as follows.
The aorta is assumed to be a simple elastic reservoir with pulsatile
inflow and an almost constant outflow into t~e capillary bed. For
a given capUlary resistance the outflow is proportional to the
aortic pressure. These assumptions correspond with the C-R behaviour
in the analogue representation of the simple ~indkessel (see fig.
2.1.).

C
R

F. =c..QE
C dt

F. =~R
I R dP 1
Fj ='C + ~ =C (dt + RCP)

Fig. 2.1. Analogue representation of a Windkessel.

To compute stroke volume (SV) which follows from

SV = f Fi dt

we find

(2.1)

(2.2)SV = C J(~~ + kP)dt

So C is related to the aortic compliance, and k both to aortic
compliance and the vascular resistance.
The equation (2.2) is integrated during one heart cycle.
The actual value of k is determined from the analog computer
setting to make

during diastole.

dP
+ kP = 0dt

(2.3)

10



This cancels the outflow (corresponding with discharge of the
capacitance} of the Windkessel during diastole for in that time
there is no contribution to stroke volume.

With regard to a normal pressure curve this method can also be
calculated in the following way to express the resemblance with
the method of Warner (see paragraph 2.1.2.)

p -----
ED I

I
I
I

5'a

2

0'a

Fig. 2.2. An aortic pressure curve. PED and PBD represent
pressure at end and begin of diastol~, respectively.
For SI and D' see text.

a a

k from equation (2.3) (see fig.2.2.)The calculation of the constant

Jt3(~~ + kP)dt = a

t
2

t
3

t
3JdP + k JPdt = a

t
2

t
2

P(t3 ) - P(t2) + kD~ = 0

( 2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

In which DI is the diastolic area found by planimetric integration
of the pre~sure curve from begin diastole (t2) until end diastole
(t3) •
From equation (2.6) can be derived

P(t
2

) - P(t
3

)
k = --=-"'=""="---.;;DI

a

We can calculate SV by integration during the time t
2

- t
i

, so
t

2
~V = J (~~ + kP)dt (2.8)

t 1

11



By analogy of equation (2.6) we find

in which S' is the systolic area.
a

When in this equation the expression for k (2.7) is substituted
and if it is supposed that

P(t
3

) = P(t
1

) + ~P

the fOllowing equation is obtained

S'
~v = P(t2 ) - P(t1 ) + (P(t2)-P(t1)-~P) D~

a
(2.10)

(2.11)

In steady state ~P = 0, but this is normally not the case (e.g.
because of respiratory variations).

2.~.2. Warner's pulse contour method

This method makes use of the principle, first suggested by Hlirthle
in 1896, that during diastole the rate of blood drainage out of
the arterial tree to the veins is proportional to the arterial
pressure decline.
This principle can be explained by referring to the determination
of the aortic compliance or the reciprocal of elastance.
The compliance is determined as the tangent of the pressure-volume
curve at the operating point (see fig. 2.3.).

Fig. 2.3. Determination of the compliance C = ~V/~P from a
pressure-volume diagram

in the normal arterial pressure range about the operating point
the pressure-volume curve is almost linear so it holds that

~V=CAP (2.12)

with C being the aortic compliance.
Now, to explain Hurthle's concept, observe fii. 2.2. which shows

12



a normal arterial pressure pulse contour. During diastole, between
t2 and t3, the aortic valve is closed and the only blood leaving
the arterial tree is that which drains through the peripheral
vessels into the veins.
If we know the particular pressure-volume relation of the arterial
tree of the animal under observation, the diastolic blood drainage
can be calculated

Dd = C ~F {2.13}

In this expression is Dd the diastolic drainage, C the compliance
of the arterial tree and ~F the pressure drop during diastole
(FBD - FED)·
Whittaker and Winton (~933) found that in normal animals the blood
flow from the arteries to the veins is proportional to the arterial
pressure in millimeters of mercury minus 20 mm {at this pressure
no flow takes placel. In mathematical terms:

dV a: F-20
dt {2 .14}

(V is volume)

Making use of the finding of Whittaker and starting from the mean
diastolic press.ure (Pd), we find that the diastolic drainage is
proportional to Fd-20 multiplied by diastolic time Td.

{2.15}

{2 .16}

In an analogous manner we may assume that the systolic drainage
(Sd) is proportional to the mean systolic pressure (Ps ) minus 20,
and systolic time (Ts ).

S ex (p -20}T
d s s

The ratio of systolic drainage to diastolic drainage follows from
combining formulae (2.~5) and (2.16)

Sd _ (p -20}T
s s {2.17}D

d
- {P"d-2O }Td

By rearranging formula {2.17} the systolic drainage becomes

(p -20}T
S = s s Dd

(2.18 )
d (P"d- 20 )f

d
•

Warner takes into account the time that is required for transmission
of the pulse wave to the periphery and he corrects for this time
lag. This correction can be explained with the help of fig. 2.4.
which shows an ao~tic pulse contour.
The transmission time of the pulsewave to the periphery is indicated
by the symbol two At the end of diastole {at point b} the pressure in
the small peripheral vessels will be the pressure at point a. The

same holds for the end of systole, at point d, and the corresponding
pressure in the peripheral vessels at point c.

13



The bloodflow. through- the small vessels is proportional to the
pressure in these small vessels and not to the pressure in the
proximal aorta. Therefore, the pressure contour to be used during
diastole is represented by the segment between points c and e and
th-e systolic part between points a and c.

Fig. 2.4. Pulse pressure contour divided into segments and areas
for calculating stroke volume by Warner's method,
which is explained in the text.

(2.19)

From formula (2.~8) we find by integration of the pressure, that
the numerator is proportional to the hatched area Sa, and the
denominator to the area Da and we can simplify this formula as
follows.

S
a

Da
The total drainage during each cardiac cycle, which is equal to
the stroke volume (SV), is equal to the sum of systolic and
diastolic drainage, so:

SV = Sd + Dd
(2.20)

By substituting formula (2.19 ) and subsequently formula (2.13)
, we obtained

S
a. (2.21)SV = Dd(1 + j)
il

S
sv = c ~P(l + t) (2.22)

a

To determine ~P as used in this formula Warner considered:

- -
liP = Pcd - Pab

being the difference between the average pressure of segment cd at
the end of systole, and the average pressure of segment ab at the
end of diastole. For the transmission time, Warner assumed a mean
transmiss.ion time (tw) of 80 IDsec for all individuals( Warner, 1966,
~g68 and Reitsma, ~96g1.

14



In 1953, Warner assumed the changes in volume of the arterial bed
to be linearly related to changes in the arterial pressure in the
range of pressure being recorded; in 1966 a modified relationship
was given and the volume changes were then assumed to be proportional
to the square root of the pressure changes, so formula (2.13) became:

I1.V = C IilP
That the ass.umption about this relation in this method is fairly
arbitrary has been made clear by Warner himself leading towards
better res.ults he assumed in succession (Reitsma, 1969).

I1.V = C1(1'cd - l'ab)

b.V = C2 ( IF'cd - P'ab )

b.V = C3(~ - ~)

2. 1. 3. Comparison of the method of Osborn and Warner

For the purpose of comparing both the methods of Osborn and Warner
we used the formulation of Warner from 1953:

Warner (1953):

Osborn (1958):

5
5V = (1' - P )(1 + ~)

C cd ab D
a

SI 51

S~ = (P ( t 2)- P( t 1) )( 1 + D~) - I1.P D~
a a

(2.22)

(2.11)

In this formulation of Warner the basic hypothesis of the Wind
kess.elconcept comes out very clearly apart from the introduction
of the pulse wave velocity.
1£ we assume that:

P(t~) ~ Pab

P(t
2

) ~, 1'ed

and also that S£, DA are of the same size as Sa, Da, the difference
principally comes out in the term:

SI
a

M= is'
a

Reitsma (~969) found by calculating the constant C of Warner,
from beat to beat with respect to the measured stroke volume, a
nearly linear relation between this constant and stroke volume!
We also found a similar relation for the other experiments.

~5



tn ,t;tris }DV.~st~,g;ati~:m we have firstly. c,aJ,ctllated the mean value of C
for about 25 complexes of each dog containing two to four cardiac
cycles and thereafter we calculated the stroke volume using C mean.
In accordance with Reitsma we found that the calculated stroke
volume tended to an average stroke volume val~e.

A perional discussion with Warner 0970} gave information that at
this moment he calculates the average stroke volume over 16 cardiac
cycles. For some subsequent calculations we have taken this into
account.

Re have also applied the method of Oshorn to the same set of data
hecause we thought the term ~P Sa/D~ could be a useful correction.
We used equation 2.11 and calculated k by comparing it's outcome
with the measured stroke volume, but the result didn't improve.
This bad result was due to the fact that the factor &P varies very
widely especially at sudden large variations in Ped and hecause of
variations due to the respiration.
For this reason we did not make any more attempts for digital
comparison.

2.2. Methods after Starr and Schild

To test and to design methods of estimating stroke volume from the
blood pressure, Starr and Schild (~954, 1957) have made experiments
by simulating systole at necropsy. They used blood as perfusing fluid
and recorded both the aortic and femoral pressure.
After each series of experiments they made exact measurements of
aortic cross sectional area to test some methods based upon the
compression chamber hypothesis.

2.2.l. Test of the compression chamber hypothesis

To test the compress.ion chamber hypothesis Starr and Schild 0957)
have used the formulas:

and:

K-P.A.TSV ::: L.l,L

2pc
(Wesler and Boger, 1939)

$V :::k~P.A.S.C (Broemser and Ranke, 19301,
pcD

Where: KP is the pulse pressure in dynes per cm2 , A the aortic cross
section in cm2 , T the cycle duration of the arterial resonant wave,
p the density of the blood, c pulse wave velocity in em/sec, S the
duration of systole, D of diastole and C the cycle duration in
seconds.
k is a constant to give stroke volume in cubic centimeters.

They found that the more accurate definition of aortic size has
greatly diminished the estimates of stroke volume and that a better
estimate was found when the factors representing' the dimensions of
the compression chamber were removed.



2.2.2.

Therefore they sugges,t that simple conceptions relating stroke
volume to pulse pressure divided by pulse wave velocity or mean
pressure would provide better estimates of stroke volume when used
by themselves than when the dimensions of the pressure chamber are
included.
In an earlier study (Starr and Schild, 1954) they applied the
suggestion of Liljestrand and Zander (1928) that mean pressure
must be an important factor in the relation between pulse pressure
and stroke volume. Tuey used the formula

sv = Pulse Pressure x 100
Mean Pressure

and found a good correlation (p = 0.70).
We also have calculated stroke volume with this formula but we did
not find such a strong correlation (see chapter 4, fig. 4.5.).

MUltiple correlation analyses

Using mUltiple correlation analyses Starr and Schild (1954) have
calculated from the same set of data a number of regression
e~uations containing one, two or three variables.
They found that the best correlation can be obtained when the
~uantities pulse pressure, PP, diastolic pressure, DP, and age were
used. Derived from the aortic blood pressure they calculated the
following e~uation (the equation number corresponds with the one
used by Starr and Schild, 1954):

sv = 90.5 + 0.50 PP - 0.45 DP - 0.65 Age

Because the computation of stroke volume with this equation was not
very well usable in this case with respect to the factor age, we
used the equation derived from the aortic pulse pressure, PP, and
diastolic pressure, DP, only and also derived by Starr and Schild

SV = 44.7 + 0.38 PP - 0.27 DP (35)

In general the calculated stroke volume with respect to our
experiments was much too high (about a factor 6!) but the
correlation coefficients were good when only the diastolic pressure
in a restricted interval was used (p~ 0.8 to 0.9, see chapter 4).
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Chapter 3

METHODS BASED UPON THE IMPEDANCE OF THE ARTERIAL SYSTEM

3.~. The time course of z(t}

F(t)z(t) =

As mentioned in chapter 1 we used the findings of Reitsma (1969) by
calculating the time course of the input impedance given by:

P (t)
r

To get more insight into the meaning of this function we examine the
electrical analog circuit of a transmission line (see fig. 3.1.).

Zs

G

L R

c

L R

Fig. 3.1. Model of a transmission line.

For an infinitely long line the input impedance is defined as:

z. = z
ln 0

= rR + jwL
V G+ jwC

When R, L, G and C are def ined per unit length z is called the
ocharacteristic impedance.

The propagation constant y defines the phase lag of the voltage
moving down the line, behind the voltage introduced by the generator,
and the attenuation of the voltage per unit length.

y = a. + j 8. = I( R + j wL )( G + j wC )

where: a attenuation in nepers per unit length
6 phase shift in radians per unit length.

Using the propagation constant y, the voltage and current at any
distance x down an infinitely long line can be defined by the
relations:

E = E. e-Yx
x ln

and I = I. e-Yx
.x ln

18

At any point of a transmission line the current and voltage are
related by the characteristic impedance

E. e-Yx E.
z = ln =~=z.

o I -yx L ln. e In
ln



These relationships also are valid for a transmission line with
finite length if terminated in a load whose impedance equals the
characteristic impedance of the line.

If the load (zL) is different from Zo a reflected wave due to the
energy that is not delivered to the load, will occur.
The voltage reflection coefficient, p, is defined as the ratio of
the reflected wave to the incident wave originating at the source
and is related to the characteristic impedance by the equation:

p =
E

r =E.
1

In fig. 3.2. a transmission line is shown with a mismatching at a
distance 1 and terminated in a load z = z

L 0

f----------....O

....---------......0
Zs=Zo

00...

Einl Zo Zl

,'" 9--P:. -:• ,

Fig. 3.2. Transmission line mismatched at a distance 1.

The generator is matched to the characteristic impedance of the line
(zs = zo) while a mismatching exists at a distance 1. In this
situation we find for the input voltage, E. , the relation

ln
-2yl

E. = ~ E (.1 + pe )
ln s

where = zl - Zo
p

zl + Zo

So in this system a mismatching at a certain distance is presented
to the input as a time-course caused by reflection and depending
of the propagation constant.
In a same way we can consider the input impedance of the arterial
system.
Without reflections the pressure curve would be of a same nature as
the flow (the input signal). From this we have calculated the time
course of z(t) by the quotient of the pressure pulse above end dia
stolic level (Pr(t») and the flow during systole. Due to the fact
of back flow the function z(t}, as measured i~ the ascending aorta
goes to infinity and changes sign towards the end of systole.
Therefore with respect to the plots (see fig. 3.3.) we examined the
reciprocal function (the admittance).
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Y(t) = F(t)
p (t)
I'

In medical units Y(t) is expressed in ml sec-1 rnmHg- 1 and the
c.g.s-units are cm5 dyne-1 sec-1 (conversion factor (1.33 x 103 )-1).
The time course of the input admittance is computed by the PDP-9
computer and the successivecourses of the admittances of each
complex are plotted on paper in the same frame. In this manner it
became apparent that also sudden large variations in pulse pressure
and end-diastolic pressure did not influence the time course (see
fig. 3.3.).

Reitsma suggests two possibilities to determine stroke volume from
the pressure pulse using the impedance z(t).

I. z(t) constant during ejection time,
II. z( t) with a break-point at time TB were TB is a function of

the left ventricle ejection time (LVET) see fig. 3.4.

z

260ZO,1 r-=..;;;....;:::,.------('

LVET1 =130 mS(lc.

LVET2 =170 mS(lc.

Fig. 3.4. The assumptions ahout the function z(t)
(from ReitsmaL

I= z(LVETi)

Empirically we have searched for the best definition of z(t) and
we found that the best results were obtained when a constant
impedance was assumed and we have derived a method based upon this
assumption.
In this way we have obtained a simple manner for estimating stroke
volume expressed by the relation:

. {p (t )dt
SV = sys I'

Z

With this relation we have calculated the stroke volume using the
data from 4 experiments and thereafter we have made attempts to

21
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design an analog computer diagram for real time processing.

3.2. Method based upon the characteristic impedance as derived by
Konchoukos et al.

Nearly at the end of this part of the investigation we received
a publication by Konchoukos, N.T. et al. (1970) in which they
describe a rather similar method to estimate stroke volume.
The relation used to derive stroke volume from the aortic pressure
contour is given by

SV = k P (1 + T lTd)sa s

where SV is stroke volume, k is an arbitrary constant to get SV
in ml, Psa the systolic area obtained by integrating the pressure
minus end-diastolic pressure during systole (the units are mmHg.sec).
Ts the duration of systole and Td the duration of diastole in msec.
The definition of Psa corresponds with the definition fsyst Prdt
so the difference between this and our method finds expression by
the term (1 + Ts/Td).
An attempt to explain this term is presented in fig. 3.5. (from
Konchoukos et al., 1970)

ml/sec. mmHg
65

90

80o ------r-~:.;-....7:;

70

Fig. 3.5. Tracings of an experimental record in which the flow
curve is scaled so that the peak height is comparable
to the peak systolic pressure.

The starting point is the periferal drainage with respect to the
mean pressure (~P = Pmean).
For simplicity a straight line extrapolation is drawn, although
this would be more correctly represented by a~ exponential
drainage in accordance with the Windkessel concept and the term
(.l + TsITd1 follows by triangulation.
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The hatched triangle helow. the sys.tolic area is the addition to
the measured Ps.a which the term (~ + Ts/Td) is intended to estimate.
The sloping dashed line is an approximation of the decline in
pressure due to continuous drainage out of the arterial tree. The
dotted line indicates the nature of a pressure curve resulting from
this flow injection if there were no reflections i.e. in a tube of
infinite extension or one terminating into a matched impedance.
In the absence of reflections the modulus, or amplitude, of the
characteristic impedance Zo for an elastic tube (radius R) which is
longitudinally restrained and filled with a viscous liquid is
(McDonald, D.A., 1968):

z
o = pc =

2 2 1
7fR (~ - (J )2

~ (3.2.2)

where c is. the wave velocity when the liquid is non viscous (i. e.
a measure of distensibility), p is the density of the liquid, (J is
Poisson's ratio and for an" incompressible wall (J = 0.5, 7fR2 is the
cross-sectional area and Mia is a Besselfunction term (Womersly,
1957) dependent on a parameter which varies directly with the radius
and the square root of the frequency.
With large arteries MIa approaches 1 so the flow can be determined
as follows

F = z
o

c

We can approximate the form of the flow curve to a triangle {c.f.
the flow curve in fig. 3.5.) whose height is the peak flow, F, and
whose base is the systolic duration (T s )' In this way we obtain for
stroke volume SV

-SV = ~ T Fs
(3.2.4)

If the pressure were not modified by reflections it would be of a
form similar to flow (dotted line in fig. 3.5.) and letting P
represent pulse pressure we can derive from equations 3.2.3 and 3.2.4
the fOllowing expression:

(3.2.5)

Because the recorded pressure curve is not triangular Konchoukos et
al. introduced an arbitrary constant k to reduce it to its triangular
or flow integral.
As (J and p are known the last term in equation 3.2.3 is reduced to a
constant and equation 3.2.5 can be rewritten:
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SV = k Psa
(3.2.6)

With_ respect to the term containing the cross-s.ectional area and the
wave velocity it can be noticed that Bramwell and Hill (1920) found
that the wave velocity increases linearly with the mean or diastolic
pressure. Anliker et al. (1968) found that the change over the
normal range is negligible. R2
So with correction for the systOlic drainage and assuming that _TI__

is a constant we find the expression as mentioned in c
equation 3.2.1.
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Chapter 4

PROCEDURES IN RECORDING AND TESTING

To test the calculation of stroke volume as described in the, previous
chapters we have measured the instantaneous pressure and flow at the
ascending aorta. The experiments were carried out on dogs while
different drugs were infused or injected to vary stroke volume~

heart rate~pressure and the contractility of the heart muscle.
In this way the validity of the methods could be tested over a wide
range.

4.~. Preparation and recording

The experiments concerning the dogs Saz 1 and Saz 2 were carried out
during the investigation of Reitsma (1969) and we used the same
procedure to the dogs Saz 4 and Saz 5.

The dogs were anesthetized and artificially ventilated. The ascending
aorta was exposed through a median sternotomy and dissected free from
surrounding connective tissue so an appropriately sized electro
magnetic flow probe could be placed around the ascending aorta just
above the aortic valve.
For Saz 4 and Saz 5 a Biotronex BL-610 pUlsed logic flowmeter with a
carrier wave frequency of 1100 c.p.s. was used instead of the Nycotron
flowmeter used for Saz 1 and Saz 2 with a' carrier wave frequency of
~50 c.p.s. ~ so electrical potentials generated by the heart could not,
influence the measurements.
The used frequency res.pons.e of the Biotronex flowmeter was flat up to
100 c.p.s.
For the pressure recording also an other transducer was used: the
Telco catheter-tip pressure-transducer.
A difficulty was that a very large base-line drift occurred. Therefore
simultaneously a pressure curve was recorded with a Statham P 23 Db
transducer and after calibrating on the left ventricle pressure curve
the baseline-drift was corrected by keeping the end-diastolic pressur'e
of both registrations equal.
During the experiments on Saz 4 and Saz 5 a continuous recording of
pressure and flow was made on magnetic tape (Ampex SP 300 speed 7~"

per sec.) simultaneously with ECG and a time track. This in contrast
with the experiments on Saz ~ and Saz 2 where only steady state
situations after administration of the drugs have been recorded.

After the experiments the tape-recorder was played back on a paper
recording system to select the desired complexes and with the help of
the CAT (Computer of Average Transients) used in the single sweep mode
and externally triggered with the 300 c.p.s. signal of the recorded
time track~ the pressure and flow curves were converted into a digital
code and punched in papertape for digital calculations on the PDP-9
computer.
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For every set of the pressure and the flow signals the CAT always
takes 400 samples; this means that due to a sample rate of 300 c.p.s.,
one set has a duration of 400/300 ~ 1.3 sec. and consists of 2 to 4
heart cycli dependent on the heart rate.

For a more detailed description of this procedure one is referred to
Reitsma (1969).

4.2. Testing procedures

To test the different methods, we had to determine first the beginning
and end of the ejection period of the blood from the recorded signals
for each beat.
In this way the estimated end of diastole (ED) is determined as the
calculated start-of-rise for a particular curve using the criterion
that the upstroke-slope in the pressure curve (dP/dt) had to exceed a
threshold slope of 150 mmHg per sec. In this point the end-diastolic
pressure (PED) was calculated.
The begin of the diastole (BD) (or end of systole) is assumed to coincide
with the incisura or the dicrotic notch determined as the relative
minimum in an interval from 100 to 250 msec. after the detected end of
diastole (tED)'
In a same manner the upstroke-slope in the flow curve was determined
and the beat to beat determination of stroke volume was obtained by
integration of the flow from the determined start-of-rise in the flow
curve during the time t = tED - tED.
In the computer plot-output of the analysed complexes the determined
points were marked by small stripes indicating end and begin of the
diastole so the detection of the points could be verified (see fig. 4.1)
and, if necessary, it was repeated with another threshold slope or
interval.
During the time tED - tBD also the admittance Y(t) = F(t)/P (t) was
calculated and for the successive cycles of the complex in ~uestion
plotted in the same frame (fig. 4.1).

To judge the validity of the investigated methods we have compared the
stroke volume estimated from the pressure curve with the measured
stroke volume obtained from the flow by calculating the linear
regres.sion and the correlation coefficient. For each- dog the relation
of the estimated and the meas.UT'ed stroke volume is. given in a diagram
and the regression is calculated in the fOllow.ing way.
The equation of the regression line of y on x is

y = a + bx

where x is the "independent" variable (the stroke volume calculated
from the flow) and y the "dependent" variable (the estimated stroke
volume from the pressure). The slope of the regression line, the
regression coefficient, is
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b = l:(x - x)(y - y) =

l: (x - ;Z)2

n l: xy - l: x L:. Y
2 2

n l: x - (L:. x)

and the y intercept is

- - L:.y-bl:x
a=y-bx=-""-----

n

The regression line is such that the sum of squares of vertical
deviations of the observed points from this line is minimal.
The scatter in the vertical direction of the observed points about
the regression line is measured by ayx (the standard error of the
estimate)

a
yx

J 2'a =l:(y - y)
y n

where a the standard deviation of the population of y
y

and p the correlation coefficient

p = L:. (x - x)(y - y)
JL:.(x-x)2 (Y_'1)2\

or if the regression coefficient (b) already has been calculated
we can use tr~ form

a
p = b.~

o
Y

The correlation coefficient always lies between +1 and -1 and only if
all points lie on the regression line p = +1. If p = 0 the regression
line is horizontal and doesnot explain anything about the relation of
.x and y.

4.2.1. Test of the method of Warner.

To test the method of Warner we have carried out the various
computations as needed in the formulation (see chapter 2.1.2)

sv S
- = ill (1 + ~)
c D

a
where M = Pcd - Pab.

The points band d correspond with the detected end and begin of the
diastole while the transmission time, t w, is taken 80 msec. (Le.
24 samples at a sample rate of 300 c.p.s.).
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With respect to the measured stroke volume (SV(F» obtained from
the flow curve we have calculated C for each beat

SV(F}
CWAR = SV

The results for each dog are given in fig. 4.2. which shows that
C is nearly linearly related to SV(F).
For Saz 4 we found that some values of C did not agree with this
dependence. These values belong to 4 successive complexes from which
one is shown in fig. 4.3. (from this complex only 2 values for Care
calculated because for the first cycle Pab and for the last cycle
the end-diastolic pressure could not be determined). In comparison
with other curves (e.g./;,fig. 4.1. and fig. 3.3.) it appears that in
fig. 4.3. the back-flow!;1las nearly vanished and that the time course
of the admittance is of 'ft. different character. With respect to the
impedance method one canYsee that taking Z (being the reciprocal of
Y). constant reduces this influence.
For Saz 5 we remark that~~he dependence of C on SV(F) is of a different
magnitude. During this eXperiment the heart. rate hardly increased in
response to the drugs (e.g. nor-adrenaline) perhaps because of a
longlasting influence of morphi~e'used for premedication.

After calculating C on a beat to beat ba~is we have calculated stroke
volume according to this methode (SV(WAR)}tusing the mean C for each
dog. The relations of SV(WAR) to the stroke volume SV(F) and also the
regression equations and correlation coefficients are given in fig.
4. Lj... In view of the findings for C it is obvious that SV (WAR) tended
to an average stroke volume value and also that the results for Saz 5
are better in comparison with the other dogs.

Referring to the fact that Warner determines the average stroke
volume over 16 beats we also have computed in some cases the mean
s.troke volume over about .16 beats by taking several successive
complexes for Saz 4 and Saz 5 using the Cmean calculated for each dog.
Due to the fact that sometimes the initial point of a complex was
less than 80 msec or 24 samples before the start of rise or that not
enough successive complexes were converted in a digital code not always
.16 beats could be taken into account. I

I SV(F} SV( WAR} number of beats

Saz 4: 16.9 14.0 12
I

11.4 12.e 12
9.3 9.4 10

Saz 5: 9.0 11.1 16
20.8 18.4 14
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This number of samples is too small to draw conclusions. Although
it is likely that in this way the errors are diminished, we feel
that this method is not well usable in non-steady state situations
wit~variations over a wide range.

4.2.2. Test of the method of Starr and Schild

We calculated stroke volume obtained from the pulse pressure (PP)
divided by mean pressure (MP) (Liljestrand and Zander) but a bad
relation was found. In fig. 4.5. the relation with the computed
stroke volume is given for the dogs Saz 4 (.) and Saz 5 (x) in the
same graph.
Using the equation from chapter 2.2.2. that stroke volume can be
calculated from

SV = 44.7 + 0.38PP - 0.27 DP

n: 78
n: 72
n: 73
n: 43

b: 0.192
b: 0.638
b: 0.988
b: 1.276

This relation is a linearized equation and only applicable in a
restricted pressure range.
Initially we have calculated the stroke volumes using all the data.
We found that the obtained values are much too high and for each
dog we calculated the following coefficients (p is the correlation
coefficient, b the regression coefficient and n the number of
computed stroke volumes

Saz ~ p: 0.131
Saz 2 p: 0.355
Saz 4 p: 0.709
Saz 5 p: 0.771

Especially for the dogs Saz 1 and Saz 2 the results were disappointing
due to the fact that mainly at high pressures the obtained values
are not well fitted on this relation (Saz 1 end-diastolic pressure
min 31.8 and max 97.6 mmHg).
We found that the optimal range lies between the diastolic pressure
limits. of 60 and 100 mmHg.
Following we only have made use of the data obtained in this pressure
interval and the relations of the calculated stroke volume
(SV(STARR» to measured stroke volume (SV(F» for each dog are
given in fig. 4.6 ..

4.2.3. Test of the method based upon the input impedance of the arterial
system

In accordance to the findings of Reitsma we also found a very good
correlation by dividing the pul~e pressure-area by a constant
impedance.
The usefulness of this method to determine the stroke volume on a
beat to beat basis can be elucidated by fig. 4.7 .• Here the beat to
beat relation of the computed stroke volume SV(Z) to the measured
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stroke volume SV(Fl for the successive cycles of each complex of
Saz 1 is illustrated.
In fig. 4.8. the relations of SV(Z) to SV(F) and the correlation
coefficients are given for each dog.

4.3. Conclusion

The results obtained from our experiments did not support the utility
of the method of Warner and show that the method of Starr and Schild
is only usable in a restricted range. Needless to say that we were
unable to apply our data exactly as these authors did. The results
indicate that the method based upon the impedance is a great asset
for the beat to beat determination of stroke volume from the pressure
pulse.
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Chapter 5

ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAM

Because the results obtained when a time-independent impedance is
assumed are fairly accurate for the determination of stroke volume
and since this method requires only the computation of the area above
the end-diastolic level of the pressure pulse we have paid attention
to real-time processing with analog components.

The starting point is an integration during systole and the timing is
determined from the second derivative of the pressure curve which,
after amplifying and limiting, provides a pulse pattern which can be
used for control of the integrator because these pulses occur at the
beginning (due to the upstroke) and the end (due to the dicrotic notch)
of the systole.
The input signal of the integrator is the pressure curve from which
during systole the end-diastolic pressure is subtrackted (P(t) - PED)
with the help of a Track-Hold unit controlled by the same pulse pattern.
The operation can be explained with fig. 5.1.'

f t}

Fig. 5.1. Track-Hold circuit.

If the selector switch is in the track-mode (situation 1) amplifier
1 is an unity gain inverting circuit due to the potentiometer setting
at 0.5 and the output signal of the summer (amplifier 2) goes to zero.
In the hold-mode (situation 2) the input is switched off and the
capacitor is left without the feedback resistor: the amplifier 1 then
holds the value of the input at the time (say tl) and the output
signal of the summer becomes f(t) - f(tl).

To prevent that interference can derange the pulse pattern we make
use of the ECG signal for reset action because there is a (sequential)
relationship between the QRS-complex and the upstroke in the pressure
curve.
Between the R-top and the upstroke there is a time delay of about 100
rosec. so the R-top provides with the help of a Schmitt-trigger (ST1)
(see fig. 5.2. and 5.3.} a signal to trigger an Univibrator (UV1) with
a delay time of about 50 rosec. and the down-slope of UVl triggers a
second Univibrator (UV21 with a delay time of about 250 msec., so we
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have obtained a logical signal during a time in which the systole
is to be expected.
In the same manner, we obtain a logical signal using a Flip-Flop (MSl)
and a univibrator (UV3), by means of the second derivative of the
pressure pulse.
The timing diagram with respect to ECG and the pressure curve is given
in fig. 5.2.A and B.

I
I

k
- I---PED

I
5T.1~_ ..

I I

UV1~ .. _.
I r"-

UV2 L-L:---"""'-ECG
I
I

UV3 -~---'~I-_---f1----
M5

1
I .----

,: :prtlssurtl
.....---....

... 100mstlc.

Fig. 5.2.A. Timing diagram to
determine the systole.

B. The relation of the pulses
obtained from d2p/dt2 with
respect to the corresponding
pressure curve (50 m~ec./div.).

The logical signals from UV2 and MSI are applied to a NOR-gate which
controls a relay amplifier to set the switches of the Track-Hold
circuit and the integrator in the desired position. A block-diagram
is shown in fig. 5.3 •. In this diagram the integrator 2 will be
reset at the end of the systole (through potentiometer 2) while
potentiometer 1 can be used for calibrating. The input signals of
the integrators are connected with the summing junctions (SJ).
For the purpose of comparison we have made a same computation circuit
to compute stroke volume from the flow using the same timing diagram
which was possible for the experiments on Saz 4 and Saz 5 for therEi!
was nearly no time lag between the pressure and flow curve because a
catheter tip pressure transducer was used.
Moreover this block diagram is extended to compute the sum of the
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computing ci rc.

+

ECG 0-------4

pet)

Fig. 5.3. Block diagram to compute stroke volume from the pressure
curve.

stroke volumes over 16 beats by a counter controlled by thB ECG
(output from UV1)' This is done to reduce the influence of the
respiration which affects the pressure pulse more than the flow curve.
This counter exists of 4 Flip-Flops (MS2 •.. 5) (fig. 5.4.) and these
are used for several functions:
1. to reset the two integrators for calculating stroke volume after

16 beats (relay ko 6),
2. to control two Track-Hold circuits who store the output from these

two integrators during the first ten beats (relay ko 7),
3. to control a Digital Voltmeter that reads out successively both of

the track hold circuits and punches the data in paper tape (relays
ko 4 resp. ko 5).

Fig. 5.4. shows the complete diagram. The MS-circuits are supplied
with a positive and a negative output indicated with e.g. +MS3 and
-MS3 and these outputs are connected with logic gates to control the
relays.
Fig. 5.5. shows a detail of the recording for Saz 4 obtained with this
system.
The time track, ECG, pressure and flow recordings are played back from
the recorder, d2p/dt2 is obtained from amplifier 67 following the
track-hold circuit, f(P(t) - Ped)dt illustrates the beat to beat
determination of stroke volume from the pressure pulse reset after 16
beats (integrator 69) and fF(t)dt is the stroke volume over the same
beats (integrator 87).
The calibration procedure used was as follows~ During some time the
output voltage of the integrator 69 was leveled up (down) to that of
integrator 87 by potentiometer 73. This setting was fixed and there
after we have determined stroke volume over about 1500 beats and the
calculated correlation coefficient over this range was p = 0.825.
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This result agrees. with the results obtained by digital computation.

5.1. Conclusion

Although at this moment we did not make a detailed study concerning
the clinical calibration, it seems that this diagram is a good
starting point for evaluating a real-time processing system.
Anyhow, in this way we get a very good relative measurement of stroke
volume and the changes in the physiological conditions are reliably
detected.
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SUMMARY

A literature search produces many different prescriptions to compute
stroke volume from the aortic pulse pressure.
We have carried out a series of animal experiments to test and
compare some of these methods:

a. Warner's method.
b. A method where stroke volume is derived from the ratio of pulse

pressure to average pressure (Liljestrand and Zander).
c. The equations of Starr and Schild derived by regression analyses.
d. A method where the integral during systole is taken of the

instantaneous ratio of the pressure pulse and the arterial
impedance as presented to the heart.

When compared with direct flow measurements the results of four
experiments suggest method d. to be a reliable one and based upon
this method we have made an analog computer diagram for real-time
calculation of stroke volume in such a manner that the data may be
recorded on a multichannel stripchart recorder for visual
observation.
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